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Police
Murray
The
Department is investigating the
death of a 23-year-old woman
after officers found a body in a
wooded area Saturday morning.
MPD spokesman Sgt. David
Howe said police responded to a
welfare check request at approximately 7:30 p.m. Friday at a residence on Stadium View Drive
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Study to help
Murray State
reevaluate
brand, value
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
An ongoing study of Murray
State University's brand, value
and how it is perceived by
potential students will help
determine how the university
might adjust its pricing and
marketing strategy in the future,
officials say.
The MSU Board of Regents
last year authorized then-presi-

See Page 6
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Hear my prayer, 0 God;
give ear to the words of my
mouth.
— Psalms 54:2
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— Performance set for Sunday, Dec.2.1
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Director Mike Crook exhorts members of the Murray Mass Christian Choir to not hold back
with their vocals Saturday Ryker and Jennifer Wilson perform their parts of a song on stage
during a rehearsal at Westside Baptist Church.

words
the
Whenever
"Mass" and "Choir" are used
in the same title, one thing
has been proven throughout
music history. The group
using those terms is going to
be big and carry with it a
sound as big as its name.
Such seems to be the case of
the Murray Mass Christian

Choir as it prepares to offer the
community "The Gift of
Christmas" later this week,
which will cap a process that,
for the nearly 100 members,
began all the way back in June
with the first preparations.
"I've been involved with
programs before, but this will
be the pinnacle of all the ones
I've done. This has been a

See Page 6

Kids Against Hunger
sees big show of force
of there by 12:30," said Jobs, the Murray affiliate's coordinator, on a day where 19,332 macaroni-and-cheese meals were packed as four
lines were utilized, marking a first for
assembly
trend.
a
is
this
hoping
is
Jobs
Loretta
For the second straight time Saturday, a meal- this activity. This was also the second time macpacking session for the Murray-Calloway and-cheese meals were offered.
"It appears we will continue with that as we've
County affiliate of Kids Against Hunger did not
that's being received quite well. All of our
heard
volunof
amount
heavy
the
go the distance as
go into
teers enabled all of the food product to be mac-and-cheese packaged today will
next six
the
for
bags
pantry
Line's)
Need
(Murray
exhausted about 45 minutes from the scheduled
they
boxes
Christmas
6o0
the
into
and
months
1 p.m., end of the day's second two-hour shift.
families."
County
Calloway
and
Murray
for
have
for
in
signed
Officially, she said 96 volunteers
Jobs has,said in the past that a big attraction for
duty at Stahler's Dairy Farm near Murray, but
activity is that volunteers of all ages can parthis
that number was probably much higher.
and that, once again, was on display
ticipate
"For the morning shift, we're saying 49, but I
88.
know from a head count that it was really
•See Page 2
What it meant was we were cleaned up and out
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Eliana, 2, try coloring
daughter,
her
watches
Amanda Alanda
a delivery box Saturday morning during the final Kids
Against Hunger packing session of 2014 at Stahler's Dairy
Farm near Murray.

MSU observes
commencement
ber is fairly typical for a fall
semester commencement ceremony. More students graduate
Murray State University hon- in May, which is in line with a
ored several hundred students four-year undergraduate proon campus Saturday for obtain- gram track that begins after high
ing one of the highest honors an school.
educational institution can
The lower bowl and portions
bestow: a diploma.
of the upper arena were packed
More than 850 students with thousands of spectators at
walked across a long stage at the the traditional graduation cereCFSB Center:exited to be grad- mony. People from all over the
uates, holding degrees that world visited Murray to view
would fuel them to achieve their the "Procession of Nobles" and
next goals in life, be it entering traditional
and
"Pomp
the workforce or enrolling in Circumstance," marches. MSU
graduate school.
honored students for their
A total 592 undergraduate and
scholastic and research achieve281 graduate students applied as
ments at the university.
graduation candidates this year
The afternoon's ceremonies
at MSU. Assistant Vice
President for Communications
IN See Page 2
Catherine Sivills said that numBy AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer

Agues Nimmo
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stole before the two officialacademic
Delali Hosi, left, adorns Hanieh Dabirmarcsh with an
MSU held its annual
Saturday,
University.
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ly earned graduate degrees from Murray
campus.
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Daly Forecast
The National Weather Service
Monday: Showers and possibly a thunderstorm, mainly
before 5pm, then a chance of
showers and thunderstorms
after 5pm. High near 57.
Southeast wind 7 to 11 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 80
percent.
Monday Night: A 40 percent chance of showers, mainly before midnight. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 43.
South wind 9 to 11 mph
becoming west southwest
after midnight.
Tuesday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 48. West wind 6 to
10 mph.
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•
)
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k

Tuesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 30
Northwest wind around 6 mph
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 43 North
northwest wind 3 to 5 mph
Wednesday Night: A slight
chance of rain and snow
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 32. Northeast wind 3 to
5 mph. Chance of precipitation
is 20 percent.
Thursday: A chance of rain
and snow. Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 41. Northeast wind
around 5 mph.
Thursday Night: A slight
chance of rain and snow.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 33. Northeast wind
around 6 mph.
Friday: A chance of rain.
Cloudy, with a high near 43.
East northeast wind around 7
mph.
Friday Night: Rain and
snow likely. Cloudy, with a low
around 34. East northeast
wind around 8 mph becoming
south southeast after midnight.
Saturday A chance of rain
and snow. Cloudy, with a high
near 41. South wind around 9
mph becoming northwest in
the afternoon.

•Investigation...
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AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times
Saturday where more than
University
Thousands turned out for the December Commencement ceremonies at Murray State
main floor.
Center
CFSB
the
pack
850 students became graduates of the university. Above, graduating students

•Commencement...

Calloway County Coroner Rick
Harris released the name of the
in Murray. The individual was woman, Megan Cooper, 23, of
not in the residence, so MPD Murray. The cause of death will
investigators began follow-up be released pending the results of
investigation and a missing per- an autopsy. Harris said he would
be transporting the body early
sons report was filed.
At approximately 9 a.m. Sunday morning to the Office of
Saturday,MPD officers were con- the Kentucky State Medical
ducting an area search and located Examiner in Louisville.
The investigation is continuing,
the body of the missing person, a
23-year-old female, in a wooded and anyone with information in
area west of Stadium View Drive. connection to the investigation is
After speaking to the woman's asked to call the Murray Police
afternoon, Department at 270-753-1621.
father Saturday

From Front

outstanding seniors, led candidates for degrees onto the floor
began with a complete presenta- and delivered the valedictions.
tion of colors by the Paducah Geier received a bachelor of
Tilghman High School Navy arts degree in secondary English
Officers education. Linzy accepted a
Reserve
Junior
Training Corps Color Guard.
bachelor of science degree in
MSU Distinguished Professor criminal justice and history.
Dr. Don Chamberlain bore
Faculty ceremonial marshals
MSU's ceremonial mace. He is included Dr. Dwayne Driskill,
the chair of the department of Dr. Reika Ebert, Dr. Michael
accounting in the Arthur J. Kemp, Gill Welsch and Dr.
Bauernfeind College of Business. Heath Keller. Faculty were led
Graduates Danielle Geier and onto the floor by recipients of
Benjamin Linzy, the semester's The Regents Teaching Awards

From Front

NEU NEVER LET YOU BORROW IT,
YOU KNOW. THE SLEI6H JUST
WASN'T IIVILT FOR AERIAL COMSAT

for Excellence - Dr. James
McCoy, Dr. Robert Pilgrim, Dr.
Ajay Das,Dr. Daniel Hepworth.
Cynthia Barnett, Dr. Michael
D'Ambrosio, Rudy Ottway and
Dr. Alyx Shultz and were joined
Faculty
Distinguished
by
Researcher Dr. Tan Zhang, Max
and
Professor
Carman
Distinguished
University
Mentor Dr. David Ferguson,
University Emerging Scholars
Dr. Bellarmine Ezumah and Dr.
Gary Morris, and Faculty
Adviser of the Year Dr. David
Gibson. Also marching in with
the faculty were Presidential
Research Fellow Dr. Terry

Derting and the recipient of the
Faculty Distinguished Service
award, Dr. Jack Rose.
Sivills said the university was
pleased with the turnout and
happy the biannual ceremony
went off without a hitch.
"We commend the Provosts
Office and all those involved in
coordinating the event," she
said. "Congratulations to all the
graduates."
The event was streamed live
on the web. Commencement
DVDs and photographs may be
ordered online from the Murray
Alumni
University
State
Association.

II Kids Against Hunger...
they want to do, because we
want them to learn the responsiSaturday. 914er adults joined„‘ejAjupof following through with
plethora • of- younger grour04,•".410an. Well. they always want
-tinclutting athletics teams and to do this one," said Andras
,.outmaster of Troop
-church youth groukg 16-atsem- Ferreyrable the meals.
3, who was handling placement
Then there were the types like of the meals into the boxes with
Eliana Alana,just 2, who found Pack 37 leader John Dowdy.
"It's just an opportunity for us
a way to contribute by helping
decorate the shipment boxes to give back for how the comwith crayon drawings.
munity helps us," Dowdy said.
"I think we're going to make
Jobs said she recently read a stathis a tradition, definitely for the tistic showing that one-in-six chilDecember one," said Eliana's dren in the United States do not
mother, Amanda, of how KAH know where their next meal will
has three packing sessions a year originate and often go to bed hunat Stahler's. "We have talked gry.That is why,when it comes to
about it, though, and discussed who signed in and who did not.
why all of the people are here she and other KAH officials are
and what they're doing and how appreciate of all volunteers.
"It's just the fact that they're
many people are going to be
here," said Dahn Scott, the
helped by what they're doing."
A staple of these sessions has Murray affiliate's secretary.
been the presence of both Boy "We've been truly blessed by
Scouts of America Troop 3 and having so many people here to
Cub Scouts of America Pack fill these bags and, with this
37, which again were represent- many, you're able to handle that
need in a much quicker and
ed Saturday.
"We let the boys plan what more enjoyable manner."

From Front

Dec. 15
10 shopping
days to Christmas
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Dr. Karla Turley graduated from
University of Louisville School of
Medicine in 2003. She served as
Chief Resident at the Good
Samaritan Hospital completing her
residency in 2007. Dr. Turley and her
husband, Rob,recently moved to
Murray from Madisonville, KY. They
have 2 children.
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FARM BUREAU RECOGNITION:
Recognized for the achievements of its women's
program this year, the Calloway County Farm
Bureau received the 2014 Gold Star Award of
Excellence during Kentucky Farm Bureau's annual meeting in Louisville. The award honors county
Women's Committees for active participation in
leadership development programs, agricultural
promotion, educational initiatives and numerous
other aspects of support to the local Farm Bureau
Above, Rebecca Geunn, right, of the Calloway
County Farm Bureau Women's Committee,
accepts the award from Betty Farris, chair of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau state Women's
Committee. The award was presented during a
Dec. 5 recognition program at the annual meeting.
Kentucky Farm Bureau, with more than 465,000
member families statewide, is the state's largest
general farm organization. Approximately 1,500
members attended KFB's 95th annual meeting in
Louisville, Dec. 3-6, to recognize this year's individual and organizational achievements and adopt
policy for 2015.
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Lawmaker seeks to scale back farm tax
The ASSOCIATED PRESS
MAZEPPA, Minn.(AP) — A
Republican lawmaker from
southeastern Minnesota said he
plans to introduce a bill next
month to relieve pressure on
farmers who he says are being
overwhelmed by tax increases.
Rep. Steve Drazkowski of
Mazeppa, the incoming chairman of the House Property Tax
and Local Government Finance
Division, said his proposal
would exclude farmland from
being taxed for capital bond referendums. Instead, taxes would
be limited to a farmer's home-

amed live
encement
hs may be
the Murray
Alumni

cause we
e responsiugh with
lvvays want
id Andres
r of Troop
placement
boxes with
Dowdy.
unity for us
w the cornwdy said.
ly read a sta-in-six chiltates do not
xt meal will
to bed hun-

nteers.
that they're
Scott. the
secretary.
blessed by
ple here to
• with this
handle that
uicker and
ner."

stead, which includes the house,
outbuildings and 1 acre of land.
Drazkowski said it's getting difficult for some farmers to operate.
"If you run 1,000 acres or 800
acres of land, you are paying
property tax on every one of those
acres for those construction
levies," Drazkowski said. "This is
to provide some relief for them so
they can continue to operate."
Farmers' property taxes are
soaring at a time when corn
prices have dropped. The
Minnesota Farm Bureau supports Drazkowski's proposal.
Rod Sommerfield, who farms

500 acres near Mazeppa.
among farmers who have called
Drazkowski looking for reliel.
Sommerfield got a surprise
when he recently opened hi':
property tax statement and saw
the taxes he pays on his farm are
projected to jump by 17 percent
next year. But it's an issue that
can quickly get complicated.
warned Kirk Schneidawind.
He said his organization doe,
not have a position on
Drazkowski's proposed bill but
is concerned about how the ta.
burden would affect other property taxpayers.

Photo provided
Gary Huddleston, Southern States Cooperative, left, receives the award from Keith Epperson,
AFIA. The Southern States Cooperative's feed mill in Park City, Kentucky, was named the winner of the 2014 American Feed Industry Association Feed Mill of the Year award.

Southern States wins '14 AFIA
Feed Mill of the Year Award
Special to the Ledger
crowd, one-by-one, comparing their team to the
Southern States Cooperative's feed mill in Park infamous 1980 U.S. Olympic "Miracle on Ice"
City, Kentucky, has been named the winner of the hockey team that won a gold medal.
2014 American Feed Industry Association
This marks the second win in three years for
(AFIA) Feed Mill of the Year award.
Southern States, and the fourth time in seven
The Park City Feed Mill manufactured and sold years that the company has taken home the presover 80,000 tons of feed last year. Built in 1977. tigious award. The company's Vinton, Virginia
the feed mill is primarily a dairy, cattle and poul- feed mill won the award in 2012.
try location serving western Kentucky.
Since the award's inception in 1985, Park City
Keith Epperson, vice president of operations for is one of only three plants to have won the contest
AFIA. presented the staff with the honor in an multiple times, taking home the honors in 2007.
awards presentation at the plant on Wednesday.
AFIA has also recognized them in the past as the
"The feed mill of the year is kind of the gravy Truck Fleet of the Year.
for what you guys have done day in and day out
"For years, they have shown a standard of
without fail to make sure that everything hap- excellence that gives them an opportunity to win
pens," he told the crowd that gathered under a every year. They have a great crew, great leadership, and are always trying to do the right thing
large blue tent outside the facility.
The Feed Mill of the Year award is co-spon- for their customers," said Southern States Vice
and
by
AFIA
sored
Feedstuffs President of Feed Division. Jim Moore.
magazine. Debuting in 1985, the program is
The American Feed Industry Association
designed to recognize overall excellence in feed (AFIA) is the world's largest trade associate repmanufacturing operations. Increased safety. qual- resenting the feed industry.
Southern States Cooperative has grown to
ity, regulatory compliance, operating efficiencies
and overall industry awareness of food safety are become one of the nation's largest farm and agripromoted. Ninety facilities entered the contest.
culture supply companies. With over 1,200 retail
"The scoring is extremely tight at the top," outlets spread across 23 states, they provide a
wide range of farm and home supplies, including
Epperson said.
Park City's plant manager Gary Huddleston livestock feed, fertilizer, seed, animal health supexpressed his gratitude towards his diligent staff. plies and petroleum products. Farmer-owned
"This is a testament to the dedicated hard work- since 1923. the Richmond, Virginia-based cooperative has more than 200,000 farmer-members.
ing employees that make it happen every day.
information,
visit
blessed to work with such a great team," he said. For
more
Huddleston introduced each employee to the www.southernstates.com.
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Choral Concert to be held

Datebook

The choirs of Murray Independent Schools
will present a Winter Choral Festival on
Thursday. Dec. 18, at Westside Baptist Church
at 7 p.m. This concert will feature the Murray
Elementary School Chorus under the direction
of Kim Black along with the Murray Middle
and Murray High School choirs under the direction of Laynie Alba Mitchell. The public is
invited to attend.

Martha
Finney Andrus,
Zumba offered at CCPL
Community
The Calloway County Public Library will
editor
offer a six week Zumba Gold series beginning
Jan. 6. 2015. Janice Thomasson, licensed
Zumba Gold instructor, will teach the classes.The Zumba Gold
series will be held on Tuesdays, 10:30-11:15 a.m. in the library
meeting room. Jan. 6, 13, 20 and 27, and Feb. 3 and 10.
Registration is now available. Call 270-753-2288.

LEPC to meet Tuesday

The Calloway County Local Emergency Planning Committee
(LEPC) will meet Tuesday, Dec. 16, at 2 p.m., at the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Station One, 101 East Sycamore Street. The
LEPC meeting will be followed by a meeting of the Disaster and
Emergency Services Organization. The public is invited to attend.
For questions, contact Bill Call at 270-293-0068 or
CallowayEM@murray-ky.net.

Quilt Lovers meeting to be held
Mr.and Mrs.Johnny Bohannon - 1964
Johnny and Toni Burchett Bohannon, of
Murray. will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday, Dec. 20, 2014.
They were married Dec. 20, 1964. at
Hickory Grove Church of Christ, Murray.
Their wedding was the first one held at the
church. Harold Young, uncle of the bride,
officiated the double ring ceremony. Music
was presented by a trio composed of Mrs.
John Ed Scott. Mrs. Robert 0. Miller and
Mrs. Celia Grogan.
Their attendants were Sandy Young of

Mr.and Mrs.Johnny Bohannon - 2014

Detroit. Michigan, cousin of the bride, and
Phillip Wilkins, cousin of the groom.
Mrs. Bohannon is the daughter of Clinton
and Ruby Burchett, both deceased. She is a
retired teacher) from North Calloway
Elementary.
Mr. Bohannon is the son of Maxine
Bohannon and the late Ernest Bohannon. He
retired as the assistant superintendent of
Calloway County schools.
They are the parents of Todd Bohannon
and wife Stephanie and Tyler Bohannon and

wife Alisha, all of Murray.
Their grandchildren are Jonah Lance
Bohannon, Sarah Jane Bohannon. Noah
Todd Bohannon, Hillary Gracen Bohannon
and Sam Grae Bohannon.
A reception. hosted by their children, will
be Sunday. Dec. 21, from 2-4 p.m. at the
Glendale Road Church of Christ. All family
and friends are invited to attend. The couple
request cards only.

Online M.B.A. at MSU recognized for excellence
Special to the Ledger
Colleges
Affordable
Foundation and SuperScholar
have singled out Murray State
University for the overall excellence of its online M.B.A. program.
Colleges
Affordable

HAPPENINGS
by Anoka Peeler

The decorating is finally
finished and now we are sitting
back enjoying our beautiful trees
and other Christmas decorations.
We are not even going to think
about taking it all down!
Jenise hosted our very first
Activity Director Meeting this
week. Activity Directors from
around the area met to have lunch
and share ideas on different types
of activities. It was a good day
of fellowship. Their last meeting
was at Jackson Oaks in Paducah
and they plan on meeting again in
the spring.
We loaded our van to the max.
Tuesday night and toured the
area seeing all of the beautiful
Christmas lights. The city park
was awesome and though we are
not children, we still really enjoy
seeing all the Christmas lights.
I guess we're still kids at heart.
With the Christmas season in
full swing, we had a week full
of wonderful musical entertainment. First Baptist Church
came caroling on Wednesday
night. Jenna and Meredith
played for us Thursday morning
and then the Mennonite Harmony
Choir sang for us on Thursday
night. Eastwood Christian
Academy came on Friday caroling. Laura Vinson & Friends on
Fnday night. Saturday we had a
music recital by Angela Thome
and her students. It was a full but
enjoyable week of music. We
never tire of hearing good music.
We love Bingo but this week
we played Christmas Jingo which
was a little different twist to
Bingo. It was fun after we got the
hang ofit and we still got to win
prizes!
Ow birthday folks this week
are Marie Wilkins and Hubert
Stroud. Happy Birthday to both
of you and many more!

Foundation examined online
M.B.A. programs with the best
combination of quality, cost and
student support. and collected
and analyzed data from the
Advante
to
Association
Collegiate Schools of Business
and also Murray State's website.
General criteria for rankings
were established and programs
were scored. Murray was ranked
#12 in the South, #29 among
publics and #34 overall.
Most recently, SuperScholar

shared its Smart Choice online
M.B.A. rankings, placing
Murray State in its Top 50 programs for 2015 at #24,the highuniversity in
est ranked
Kentucky. Schools were rated
based on recognition and
awards, accreditation, flexibility
and accessibility, number of
specializations offered and
affordability.
The online M.B.A. at Murray
State is offered through the
Arthur J. Bauemfeind College

of Business.
"These outstanding rankings
are directly attributable to the
extreme high quality of our faculty and staff, along with the
excellent' leadership of Dr.
Gerry Muuka,the director of the
M.B.A ..- Dr. Tim Todd,dean of
the Arthur J. Bauernfeind
College of Business, said.
For more information on the
at
online
program, go
wwv.'.murraystate.edu/mba.

Fletcher to graduate from Tennessee
College of Applied Technology
exercises will begin at 6:30 p.m., in the Krider
Special to the Ledger
Performing Arts Center,650 Volunteer Drive. The
from
graduate
Susan R. Fletcher,of Murray, will
keynote speaker will be Dr. Carol Puryear, associTechnology,
Applied
of
the Tennessee College
ate vice-chancellor for Instruction and Special
on
Tennessee,
Paris,
Campus,
Neese
W.J.
Thursday, Dec. 18. She will receive a diploma/cer- Projects - Tennessee College of Applied
tificate in practical nursing. The commencement Technology.

Murray State's annual 'The Holidays' will air on KET
services, in coordination with the Murray State
Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University Concert Choir, department of music. The program features a wide
Wind Ensemble, Percussion Ensemble and Jazz array of holiday music, both instrumental and
Orchestra highlight the 11th annual seasonal spe- vocal.
Air dates and times for The Holidays at Murray
cial, The Holidays at Murray State. a one-hour
2014 are:
State
campus.
Murray
sojourn in sight and sound on the
Thursday. Dec. 25. at midnight
the
KET
•
on
times
various
at
seen
be
can
Tbe ,special
• KETKY Sunday. Dec. 21, at 9 p.m.. and
KET networks.
Holidays is produced by MS U's digital media Wednesday, Dec. 24, at 11 a.m.
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Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet at the Senior Citizens Center of
the Weaks Community Center on Tuesday. Dec. 16, at 6 p.m. All
interested quilters are welcome to attend.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Road. Please note the
building is a non-smoking facility. For more information call Kevin
at 270-293-7061.

Applications for baskets being accepted
Need Line will be accepting applications for families needing a
Christmas Food Basket on Friday. Dec. 19: Monday, Dec. 22; and
Tuesday. Dec. 23,from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. Families and individuals must live in Murray or Calloway County and be income eligible.
Proof of income and residency must be provided. Need Line will be
closed from noon until 2 p.m. on Monday. Dec. 15. Need Line is
located at 509 North Eighth Street. For more information. call 270753-6333.

WKEC Board to meet Wednesday
The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative Board of Directors
will meet Wednesday. Dec. 17, at the WKEC Conference Room at
Eddyville. The meeting will begin at 9:30 a.m.a nd should conclude
by noon.

Back-Pack Program need items
Items are neekied for the Need Line Back-Pack Children's Food
Program which include fruit snacks, fruit cups, pudding cups,juice
boxes, single serve cereal boxes, granola bars, apple sauce cups.
cheese & crackers, Poptarts, and vegetable juice boxes. To help
with the program.call 270-753-6333. Donations can be dropped off
at Need Line. 509 N. Eighth Street.

'Gift of Christmas' Concert to be held
The "Gift of Christmas- concert by the Murray Mass Christian
Choir will be Sunday. Dec. 21. at 3 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium on
the campus of Murray State University. Free tickets are available at
the Murray Ledger & Times. A ticket must be presented to attend
the concert. The Murray Mass Christian Choir has released its
debut CD."The Gift of Christmas.- This CD is available for purchase from Westside Baptist Church and all proceeds will go to the
Gentry House and Need Line. To purchase the CD.call Westside at
270-753-8240.

CCPL to offer computer class
The Calloway County Public Library will offer a free computer
class on Gmail Thursday. Dec. 18. from 2:30-4:30 p.m. Pre-registration is required. Call 270-753-2288.

Assisatance for veterans available
Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and
assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits. This is a
free service provided by the state of Kentucky. Assistance will be
available Tuesday. Dec. 16, Wednesday, Dec. 17, and Thursday.
Dec. 19. from 9 a.m. until 2:30 p.m. at the Mayfield VA Clinic,
1253 Paris Road, Mayfield. Walk-ins will be scheduled an appointment. Call 270-247-2455, extension 73,905 to schedule an appointment or email ronald.mcclure@ky.gov.
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4-H Horticulture Club to meet
The 4-H Horticulture Club will meet at the Calloway County
Extension Office from 3:30-4:45 p.m. on Tuesday. Dec. 16. Matt
Chadwick is the leader.

Robo Racers meeting planned

?a 14,

Peacuted

The MCRT Robo Racers will meet Tuesday, Dec. 16, and
Thursday, Dec. 18, at the Calloway County High School technology classroom from 3:30-5:30 p.m. Jeff Slaton and Bryant Harrison
are the coaches.

MHS football selling discount cards

+ CARING EXCELLENCE
+ TRANQUIL SURROUNDING
+SECURITY WITH COMFORT

The Murray High School football team is selling discount'cards
with over 100 businesses participating. Visit or call Murray High
School at 270-753-5202 for details or to purchase and have the card
delivered.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
SERVING MURRAY SENIORS SINCE
1973, FERN TERRACE OF MURRAY
WORKS WITH YOU TO ENSURE YOUR
LOVED ONES RECEIVE THE BEST IN
PERSONAL CARE.

...Where prieeks:
memeries ere made.
54 Interbadatt • 5iseray,14
Phone (27017544700 • 140b231411114

Jo Ann

1505 Stadium View Dr.• Murray, Ky • vAwi.femterrace.com • 270-759-1883

Murray Chapter #6I6 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday. Dec. 16, from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Please enter at the lower level rear door. Visitors are welcome. For
more information call Judy Freeman at 270-206-1768.

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th St., offers Storytime
Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m, for children from birth to 5 years of
age. The event also includes music interaction, snacks and crafts
plus a coffee bar for moms,grandmothers and caregivers. Call 270753-6712 for more information.
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Shaba& Sunshine Fanner Orr

Linda K. Parker

Elizabeth Sunshine Fanner Orr, 95, of Puryear,
Tennessee,died at her home Friday. Dec. 12,2014.
On was born in Henry County, Tennessee, on
July 11, 1919,to the late Jesse Fanner and Maydell
(Paschall) Farmer. She retired from the Puryear
High School in Henry County as an elementary
teacher. She was a member of the Oak Grove
Baptist Church and a member of the Paris-Henry
County Retired Teachers Association.
in addition to her parents On was preceded in death by her husband, Fonza Orr, who
Orr
died in 1988; two brothers, Walter Farris Farmer
and John Paschall Farmer; and one sister, Virginia Farmer.
She is survived by one daughter, Camelia Jane Dunn and husband
Jerry of Puryear. Tennessee; one son, Larry Randall OCT and wife
Debby of Hazel, Kentucky; five grandchildren, Jamie Dunn, Todd
Dunn, Anthony Orr and wife Christie, Allison Kilgore and husband
Dustin and Grant On and wife Cassie; as well as five great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held on Tuesday. Dec. 16, 2014, at 11
a.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Glynn On
and the Rev. William Beasley officiating. Burial will follow in the
Oak Grove Baptist Church Cemetery. Visitation will be held on
Monday, Dec. IS, 2014,from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, P.O. Box 1000, Dept. 142, Memphis,TN 381019908
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Linda K. Parker, 76, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Saturday, Dec. 13, 2014, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Parker was born in Murray on June 7, 1938, to
the late George Ora King and Alma Odell (Steele)
King. She was a homemaker, seamstress and had
worked at the Shoe Shack and Finley's Jewelry in
Murray. She was a member of the Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
She is survived by her husband Ray E. "Gene"
Parker
Parker of Murray, to whom she was married Sept.
5, 1959; two daughters, Tanunie Hoover and husband Kenny and Traci Green and husband Jerry of Murray; one
brother, Gene Paul King and wife Helen of Murray; four grandchildren, Lauralee Latimer and husband Jeremy of Murray, Blake
Hoover and wife Katie of Villa Hills, Kentucky, Raegan Green of
Murray and Parker Green of Murray; three great grandchildren as
well as several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held on Wednesday. Dec. 17, 2014, at 11
a.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale, Garry
Evans and Jason Hart officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray
City Cemetery. Visitation will be held on Tuesday. Dec. 16, 2014,
from 4-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Murray-Calloway
County Endowment For Healthcare, Att. Residential Hospice
House,803 Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Maxine Lyles Darnell
Glen 'Bud' Gibbs

Maxine Lyles Darnell, 80 of Hardin, Kentucky, died Saturday,
Glen "Bud" Gibbs, 80, of Murray, Kentucky, Dec. 13, 2014, at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray, Kentucky.
She was born Monday, Oct. 8, 1934, in Hardin to the late T.E.
died Friday, Dec. 12, 2014, at Spring Creek Health
and the late Lora Starks Lyles. She was a homemaker and a
Lyles
Care in Murray.
Gibbs was born in Calloway County, Kentucky, member of Union Hill Church of Christ.
She was- preceded in death by her parents; her husband. Billy
on Sept. 26, 1934, to the late Virgil N. Gibbs and
cusDarnell; one brother,Thomas Lyles; and two sisters, Margaret
as
Smith
retired
later
and
groceryman
a
was
He
Gibbs.
Rachel Barber
todian at the University Church of Christ in Murray after 14 years of Grogan and Mildred Copeland.
She is survived by her son, Kenneth R. Darnell and wife Karen of
service. He was a member of the Glendale Road Church of Christ
one sister, Mullet Dubois of Cherokee, Alabama; three.
Murray;
and
Caring
the
in
active
was
and
deacon
as
served
had
he
where
Sharing Program at the church. Mr. Gibbs was an U.S. Army veter- grandchildren, Amy Wilson of Rolla, Missouri, Angela Wood of
Murray and Ashlea Helm of Murray; and seven great-grandchildren.
an.
Graveside services will be held Monday, Dec. 15,2014,at II a.m.
In addition to his parents Gibbs was preceded in death by two sisat the Edwards Cemetery in Benton, Kentucky. Josh Herndon will
ters, Doris Morris and Jean Woods.
He is survived by his wife, Mary Lou Wilson Gibbs of Murray, to officiate. Interment will follow the service at the cemetery. No pubwhom he was married on June 14, 1959; two sons, Glen W. Gibbs lic visitation will be held.
The family asks that memorial contributions be made to the
and wife Debbie and Jody H. Gibbs and wife Bridget all of Murray;
one brother. Dwain Gibbs and wife Sherry of Murray; one aunt, Ann Murray Calloway County Endowment for Healthcare, 803 Poplar
Hays of Murray; five grandchildren, Justin Gibbs and wife Cindy, St. Murray, KY 42071.
at
given
be
may
condolences
Online
Cody Gibbs and wife Amber,Connor Gibbs, Kaitlin Gibbs and Todd
Gibbs and wife Leanne; two great grandchildren as well as several www.collierfuneralhome.com.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.
nieces and nephews.
A graveside service will be held on Tuesday. Dec. 16, 2014, at
2:30 p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery with John Dale and Jason
The number of times published or the length of one or more of the
Hart officiating. Burial will follow.
Visitation will be held on Tuesday, Dec. 16, 2014, prior to the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
graveside service from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.
Funeral Home.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
Floy Jane Andrews
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Floy Jane Sumner Andrews,87,of Murray, Kentucky,died Friday,
Murray.
Care,
Health
Creek
Spring
at
2014,
Dec. 12,
William Allen Robertson
She was born June 27, 1927.
William Allen Robertson, 45, of Murray, Kentucky, died Friday.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Lewis Andrews.
tion that suggests that anybody is
The ASSOCIATED PRESS
12, 2014 at his home.
Dec.
of
Andrews
Bobby
son,
a
by
Louisville;
survived
Mrs. Andrews is
harmed at this stage," she said.
peoThree
—
(AP)
SYDNEY
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
and a daughter. Betty Andrews of Aurora.
The three people were seen on
ple ran out a fire exit of a Sydney
Graveside services will be at 10 a.m., Monday. Dec. IS. 2014. at
cafe where a gunman took an live video footage bolting out of
Junior Garrison
Elm Grove Cemetery. There will be no public visitation.
unknown number of people the door past heavily armed
Junior Garrison, 80,of Murray, Kentucky, died Saturday. Dec. 13,
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
hostage at the height of Monday police and then disappearing
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- 2014, at his home.
morning rush hour. Two people around a corner.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
ments.
The development came six
inside the cafe were seen holding
up a flag believed to contain an hours after a gunman entered the
Jesse L West
Dolores Brown Gossett
Lindt Chocolat Cafe in Martin
Islamic declaration of faith.
Jesse L. West, 80, of Hardin. Kentucky, died Sunday, Dec. 14,
Dolores Brown Gossett, 83, of Murray, Kentucky, died Saturday.
New South Wales Police Place, a plaza in the heart of the
2014, at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray, Kentucky.
Dec. 13. 2014, at Spring Creek Wealth Care in Murray.
Commissioner city's financial and shopping
Deputy
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home Catherine Burn confirmed that district that is packed with holiShe was born May 12, 1931, in Jefferson County. Alabama, to the
is in charge of arrangements.
late Richard Franklin Burks and Agnes Naomi Waldrop Burks.
the three people "have now day shoppers this time of year.
Gossett is survived by her daughter,Cathy Mathis(Gil)of Murray;
emerged from the location" Many of those inside the cafe
step-son. Kerry Gossett of Birmingham. Alabama; brother, Richard Michael Allen Jones
where the hostage crisis was would have been taken hostage
Michael Allen Jones, 51, of Murray, Kentucky, died Saturday. unfolding.
Burks of Charleston, South Carolina; three grandchildren, Albert
as they stopped in for their
Plan. Daniel Mathis, and Jonathan Mathis; and four great grandchil- Dec. 13, 2014, at the Vanderbilt Medical Center in Nashville,
"We do not have any informa- morning coffees.
Tennessee.
dren.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
A graveside service will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Dec. 17, 2014,
at the Oakland Cemetery in Birmingham with the Rev. Derrick Hill is in charge of arrangements.
officiating. There will be no public visitation.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
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Pauline Paschall Story, 100, of Puryear.
Tennessee,died at 1 a.m., Friday, Dec. 12, 2014,at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Funeral services were Sunday, Dec. 14, 2014, at
2 p.m.,at Oak Grove Baptist Church,Puryear, with
Rev. William Beasley and Rev. Paul Veazey officiating.
She was born Aug. 16, 1914, in Henry County,
Tennessee. to Adam and Calie Paschall.
She taught Sunday School for many years and
was a leader in Mission organizations. Her favorite
Story
pastime was reading the Bible, which she read
completely more than 30 times. She grieved when she lost her eyesight and could no longer read. She loved to quilt and made over 25
quilts for her family. In her 100 years on earth, she influenced many
by her love of God, her church and her family. However,the bounds
of her family knew no limits as anyone who came into her home
became loved unconditionally.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her husband, Tolbert
Story and a sister. Mildred Scarbrough.
Mrs. Story is survived by a son, Tommy Story of Puryear; two
daughters. Peggy Goddard and husband Dick of Jackson,Tennessee,
and Carolyn Outland and husband Danny of Murfreesboro.
Tennessee; nine grandchildren. I I great-grandchildren and one-great-great-grandchild.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
The Heritage Chapel of Imes Funeral Home and Crematory was in
charge of arrangements.

Australian police in stand-off against
unknown gunmen in Sydney cafe
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Jo Anne Auer, 79, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Wednesday, Dec. 10, 2014, at her home at Hickory
Woods Assisting Living, Murray.
A memorial service will be held Tuesday, Dec.
16,2014,at 2 p.m.,at St. John's Episcopal Church,
Murray. Burial will follow in St. John's Episcopal
Church Memorial Garden.
She was born Jan. 13, 1935, in Cope, South
Carolina.
She was a homemaker and retired registered
Auer
nurse. She graduated from the Medical University
of South Carolina in 1955 and practiced nursing in
South Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, Oklahoma, Michigan, and
California, providing care in the areas of surgery, trauma, maternity,
mental health and long term care. She was an active member of St.
John's Episcopal Church, Murray.
Mrs. Auer is survived by her husband of 59 years,Thomas B. Auer
of Murray; a son, Philip Auer and wife Susan of Cincinnati. Ohio;
two daughters, Amy Erwin and husband Steve of Colorado Springs.
Colorado, and Audrey Poor Bear of Nashville. Tennessee; four
grandchildren, Oliver Porter of Evansville, Indiana; Grace Porter of
Murray; Stephanie Erwin of Nashville; and Kaitlin Chesser of
Bardstown; one great-granddaughter; and one brother. James Gray
and wife Joann of St. Matthews, South Carolina.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. John's Memorial
Fund, 1620 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Wane is in charge of arrangements.
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Last-minute II Mass Christian Choir... •Murray State ...
From Front
deal salvages From Front
U.N. talks
By KARL RITTER
Associated Press
LIMA. Peru (AP) — A lastminute deal that salvaged U.N.
climate talks from collapse early
Sunday sends a signal the richpoor divide that long held up
progress can be overcome with a
year to go before a landmark pact
is supposed to be adopted in Paris.
Still, it remains to be seen
whether governments can come
.up with a new formula for how
countries in different stages of
development should contribute
in a way that keeps global
warming from reaching dangerous levels.
"This issue will be contentious
and it will need to be worked
through all the way to Paris,"
U.S. climate envoy Todd Stern
said after the marathon talks in
Lima finished, more than 30
hours behind schedule.
The U.N. talks were still far
away from reaching any agreement on reducing emissions of
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases to a level that scientists say would keep global
warming in check. But the Paris
agreement would be the first to
call on all countries to control
their emissions.
The U.S. and other developed
nations say that means tearing
down the firewall in negotiations that compels only rich
countries to rein in emissions.

great experience and I think
everyone feels that," said
Sherida Gentry, who is representing
Memorial Baptiv,
Church in the group that consists of representatives from
nine Murray-area churches and
one from Mayfield.
"This is a big-time commitment for the ones involved,"
said Jill Herndon, who represents Westside Baptist. "We
started practicing actually in the
summer with each church individually - and this happens as all
of us still have our everyday
jobs and responsibilities going
on, so that tells you how much
we believe in this."
Westside music director Mike
Crook is leading the choir,
which already has one major
mission under its belt. Last year,
Crook led the group through its
debut when it presented
"Experiencing God" at Westside
to a standing-room-only crowd.
Sunday's 3 p.m., show will be
at Murray State University's
Lovett AuditoriuM.
"He just wants to do it," said
ptist Church
Locust Grove
fone of two
er
Pastor
minsters performing with the
choir, with John Barrett, music
minister at Hope Harbor
Church,being the other."I serve
on the board of Angels Attic (a
consignment store that Crook
manages in Murray), and I can
tell you that he gives the same
effort for both of those ventures,
and that is full out. He gives

everything."
"This isn't just his job, but I
think it's his calling to lead all
these voices from these different
churches and bring them together as one, and he's done it,"
Herndon added.
The group also has been aided
by the engineering expertise of
DaeWoo Kim of Nashville,
Tennessee. Kim co-owns Studio
78 in Nashville and his skills
helped produce a Grammy
Award for Best Rock Gospel
Album - "Turn Around" - for
Christian artist Jonny Lang in
2006.
"He's just been incredible,"
Herndon said of Kim's ability to
isolate problems and help correct them quickly. "He can tell
specifically who is a step off or
who is off pitch only a little bit
and you're able to adjust."
"It was amazing when we
were recording our CD for this
(back in September). We recorded it in only one evening,"
Gentry said. "God showed up
that day, no question about it,
because we did it in only a few
takes. Usually, you're talking
two or three nights to do that."
That CD is available for a
donation of $10. Ask about pricing for multiple copies. In addition, a love offering will be
taken for local charities during
Sunday's concert at Lovett,
where admission is free, but
advance ticket reservations are
suggested.
Tickets can be obtained by
calling Westside at 270-7538240.

Glendale Road Church of Christ Encourages You
to Participate with Us in

Help us Candy Cane the
City of Murray with the
Sweetness of Jesus!

Like the blood shedfor .
White is for my Savior
VVho's sinless and pure!
"J.is for Jesus My Lord,
that's for sure!
Turn it around
And a staff you wil see,
Jesus my shepherd
Was •

for inforrnabon and deas go to
-Random Act of Candy Cane Kindness' on Facebook

COMPLIMENTARY INSURANCE
BENEFIT CONSULTATION
Are you a retired federal employee?
Do you have an Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield card with
Enrollment Code 104,105,111 or 112?
If you so you may be eligible for an increased hearing aid benefit in 2014
that would cover ALL or up to 50% of the cost of your hearing aids.

Please call today to schedule your
Complimentary Insurance Benefit Consultation!

ANGIONCO.
STONE-L
REHABILITAT

dent Dr. Tim Miller and his
administration to hire the
Concord, Massachusetts-based
higher education firm Maguire
Associates to conduct the study.
As Maguire representatives
reported to the board at its Dec.
4 meeting, the firm is conducting a study to "examine the
intersection of sticker price
tuition, brand and value" for
MSU. Its stated goal was to
answer the following questions:
How would a simplified regional tuition model influence
enrollment and revenue? What
is the value identity of MSU
'within its competitive set? What
is the competitive position of
MSU? What is MSU's brand
differentiation? Does MSU's
messaging resonate with its
market? What tuition strategy
supports MSU's value identity
now and in the future?
MSU President Dr. Bob Davies
said there is still much of the
study yet to lx completed. He
said the university would receive
updates on the study's progress
in the coming months, with the
next one expected at the upcoming Feb.27 board meeting.
"I think the Maguire study provides us an in-depth snapshot of
how people perceive and view
Murray State in terms of our
strengths, as well as our weaknetses," Davies said. "The data
and the results provide us an
excellent tool to make decisions
on how we better communicate
Murray State University to multiple audiences, both within our
service region, throughout the
commonwealth and throughout
our region. Also, the study clearly exemplifies the value that
Murray State provides for the
tuition dollars that we currently
charge. This study also provides
us with tools and a set of discussion points to think about how
we view tuition in the future."
MSU's focus on strengthening
its brand is reinforced by some
organizational changes that
Davies reported to the board at
the December meeting. He said
the university is currently conducting a search for someone to
fill a new position that will be
known as "executive director of
branding, marketing and communication," who will oversee the
creation of what Davies called an
"integrated marketing plan."
Catherine Sivills, MSU's
assistant vice president for communications, said the Maguire
study will prove to be extremely
valuable for the university moving forward. She said there are
many beliefs that university officials might have about MSU and
how others view it both inside
and outside its service region,
but having those beliefs and
other findings backed up by evidence is critical in adjusting the
university's marketing strategy.
"Until you have actual data,
it's very difficult to make those
kinds of decisions," she said.
Sivills said a team of officials
met with Maguire consultants to
assist them in gathering the needed information. In addition to

herself, Sivills said the team consisted of Jim Carter, vice president for institutional advancement; Dr. Bob Pervine, associate
provost for graduate education
and research; Fred Dietz, executive director for enrollment management; and Jackie Dudley, vice
president for finance and administrative services.
Sivills said Miller asked the
board to approve moving ahead
with the study so the study could
be well underway by the time
the board hired a new president.
Davies began his duties at MSU
in July 2014. Sivills said the
timing for such a study is important because the university is
currently working on creating a
new strategic plan to sustain it
for the foreseeable future.
"We have been pushing
affordability and value, and that
came through in the survey
(Maguire conducted with potential students)," Sivills- said. "I
think the direction of the strategic plan is going to show that we
want people to see that there is
still quite a bit of value for the
quality of education they get at
Murray State."

expanded agreements with community colleges in the region.
"We need to do a good job of
capturing those students once
they've completed a two-year
degree," Pervine said. "So that's
one thing that we've learned from
that study that I think will ultimately help us academically."

Finances
Sivills said MSU ranks second
State
Kentucky
to
only
University for lowest tuition
among the commonwealth's public universities,according to most
scales. However, Maguire
Associates reported to the board
of regents that MSU has the most
complex tuition scales in the
state. It also reported that increases in tuition do not necessarily
equal decreases in demand.
Dudley said MSU currently has
more than 20 different tuition
rates, which depend on where a
student lives. She said this complexity is confusing to prospective students when they meet
with recruiters traveling to high
schools, and is also confusing to
the recruiters because they have
to keep track of the rates and how
they correspond to their location
that particular day.
"The study itself was done to
Academics
try to help us learn how we
Pervine said the survey of could tailor our tuition rates,
in particularly in the regional
students
prospective
Kentucky and other states states, to maximize our revenue,
proved that MSU has a strong but at the same time get the
reputation for academics within quality of students we desire,"
its 18-county service region. Dudley said.
However, it also showed someDudley said that although the
thing else university officials study still has a ways to go,it has
suspected, which is that the far- already provided the university
ther away one gets from the with a great deal of useful inforservice region and surrounding mation. She said MSU wants to
states, the less the public seems determine how much flexibility it
to know about MSU's academ- has with tuition and decide
ics. Outside of Kentucky and the whether it should keep a regionsurrounding states, MSU seems al-state model similar to the one
to be better known for athletics in place with possibly different
and the Racer brand, he said.
rates, or if the rates can be conOn one hand, Pervine said, solidated to narrow them down.
anything that gets MSU's name
Part of the ongoing developout there is beneficial to the uni- ment of MSU's next strategic
versity and helps with recruitplan involves discussion of its
ment, but the survey also reinand
standards
admission
forces the idea that MSU must
whether or not they should
do more to get its message of
change. The admission stanstrong academics to a greater
dards will depend on what type
number of people. Pervine said
of student the board decides it
there is plenty of verifiable evidesires most, she said. Dudley
dence of the strength of MSU's
said that although MSU has
programs. such as the universibeen an "open access instituty's reaccreditation last week by
for a number of years and
tion"
the Southern Association of
continue tits-be, difficult
may
Schools
and
Colleges
decisions will likely be made
(SACColleges
on
Commission
about what to do with students
SCOC). He said MSU is also
who have a lower chance of sucalways in the process of adding
compared with those who
cess
the
as
such
new programs,
a higher chance of success.
have
recently added undergraduate
goes very much into the
"It
health information administraof admission standiscussion
in
degree
tion program, master's
said. "Are we
Dudley
dards,"
economic development and
decision to
the
make
to
going
master's degree in nonprofit
a little
those
increase
gradually
leadership studies.
Pervine said MSU is also bit to kind of turn the corner
expanding us dual enrollment with the type of student we
for students to earn college cred- want? 1 don't know the answer
its while still in high school, to that, but I do foresee that as
especially since this seems to be something we're going to be
a direction in which higher edu- addressing."
Dudley said MSU officials
cation is going. He said the
Maguire survey also showed hope to implement any possible
that 43 percent of potential stu- changes by the fall of 2016.This
dents were considering enrolling is the earliest any changes could'
in a community college after be made because students are
graduating from high school, so already being recruited for the
this is one reason why MSU has fall of 2015,she said.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER/
COPY EDITOR
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for an experienced Graphic Designer/Copy Editor. Proficiency with Graphic Design
and Pagination,knowledge in the following programs is required, Adobe
InDesign and Adobe Photoshop. Must be able to multi-task and work
efficiently in a fast paced environment with deadlines.
Salary will be based on experience.

210 South 12th Street
Murray,KY
270-153-8055

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans, are all part of an excellent benefit package.
Elizabeth C. Vickery, BC-HIS

16
753-19
calling
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Graphic Design/Copy Editor Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040 • Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Help Wanted

Help Yhriled

Legal
Notice
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MURRAY-CALLOVVAY

December 8, 2014
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Unknown Heirs of Evelyn Edwards
Unknown Occupants of 108 Flint Rd.

1.401BPITAL

TaArro;luulthcan.ra.-u /i.e.es.

$12.00 Per Hour Job Opportunities
Re:

Linton Co. v. Thrry Edwards, et al.;
Calloway Circuit Court, 14-C1-00483

Spring Creek Health Care Skilled Nursing and Rehab
Center in Murray. KY wants you to be a part of our new
program designed to meet your needs Part-time lob
opportunities are now available for state registered
nursing assistants at $12.00 per hour Not state
registered? Classes are provided free of charge You
will not be expected to work more than 24 hours per
week but additional hours may be available Great
program for college students

I have been appointed as Warning Order
Attorney by the Calloway Circuit Court,
Civil Division, by Order dated November 20,
2014, to notify you of the nature and
pendency of an action filed against you in
the Calloway Circuit Court. This action is an
attempt to collect a delinquent tax bill.

It you are someone who has a passion for helping
others please apply online at awe murrayhospitalorg
E OE

I was not appointed by the Court to
represent you in this case. My only duty is
to attempt to notify you of the pendency of
the suit. You have fifty (50i days from the
date of my appointment(November 20,
2014)to obtain an attorney of your own
choosing, if you wish, and file, or have filed
on your behalf, a response to the Petition
filed against you. Any response should be
mailed to or filed with the Calloway Circuit
Clerk's Office with a copy to all opposing
attorneys, As well as a copy to myself as
Warning Order Attorney. If you do not
respond to the Petition with fifty (50) days,
the allegations of the Petition may be
deemed admitted as a matter of law and a
Judgement may be entered against you by
the Court.

The Land Between Lakes Association is
accepting applications for the position of Gift
Shop Merchandise Manager to manage our
gift shop operations in the Land Between The
Lakes National Recreation Area. Applicants
should have a high school diploma and a
minimum of three (3) years expehence in retail
sales to include purchasing, inventory control,
marketing and promotions, product display
development and staff supervision. Mail or
bring a letter of interest and resume, with work
references, to Friends of Land Between The
Lakes, 345 Maintenance Road, Golden Pond,
KY 42211, Attn: GS Merchandise Mgr.
Applications will be accepted through close of
business Tuesday. December 30, 2014
Send electronic submissions to
jrufli@friendsofIbl.org. Inquiries call
270-924-2088.

Sincerely,
Chris Hendricks,
Attorney at Law PLLC
270-293-7311

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to Jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this webute.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the iobrietwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Deer income exceeds timber
income 400%

Insured
Controlled
Managed
S3411acie paid annually to you for the lease of
your hunting resource.
(ex: $30 x 100 acres.g3000 annually)
no property too small

EXPERIENCED brick
layers and labors needed in Paducah Call
270-217-3530

Local [Doran] 270-436-2626

'New Climate Control
Available
•24 7 Surveillance
*Pest Control

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

WARD-ELKINS

Wrecked, running and non-running

605 [South 121h St

autos, battenes, and all aluminum

(270)753-1713

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

160
Home Furnishings

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business!

Supply
SCHWARZ
Source
250 Melvin Henley Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
270-767-1881
Immediate openings
for
venous warehouse
positions.
Full Time & All Shifts.
Must apply in person !

ittleattind
Ask about our
IMSDICY itc1

Mlesi411
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

*1
* * loot
HOLLY* 1r
*
Give a gift subscription to the
*1
MURRAY
*
LEDGER &TIMES *
1
Local Mall
1 Home Delivery
r1 sikma.
1 3 mo.
530.00
00.00
3
mo.
1 6 mo.
$55.00
6 mo....--.05.00
$105.00
1 yr.
1 yr....-..--$185.011
1
1
All Other Mall
1 Rest of KY/TN
(Nor,. &
Subscriptions
1
$40.00 3 mo..-.---$75.00
1 3 mo
$80.00 6 mo...--.-S%.00
1 6 mo.
1 yr.
I
$120.00
yr.
1
1
Vine
Money Order
Check

m)(

I
I
I
Zip

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 763-1916

GIBSON Truck Lines
LLC in Murray, KY.
Long haul drivers to run
OR & WA, pay avg
$1200 time out 9 days.
Regional drivers pay
Avg $1000 time out 5
days. Short regional
drivers pay avg $800
time out 3 days Part
time drivers to run 200
mile radius of Western
KY. All dnvers- must be
25 years old, have 2
year over the road
experience in the last 5
years, no accidents or
major moving violations on MVR, and
pass DOT drug screen.
Call 270-767-0191 for
application.
ROTECH Healthcare in
Murray, KY is seeking
full time Patient Care
Coordinators to join our
Sleep Central teams.
Computer and phone
skills are a must
Applications can be
picked up at our
office Monday
Friday at 104 Max Hurt
Murray, KY
Drive
between 8:00am 5 00pm or resumes
emailed
be
can
to cblack0rotech.com
EOE/MF/Protected
Veterans/Disabled

SPORTABLE
Scoreboards is looking for a full time, day
shift employee for
sccreboard
assembly/packaging in
a teamwork based
environment.

Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-753-9866

r

Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
Murray
'Eyeglasses
759-2500
'Contacts
.Eye Disease
murrayeyecars

430

320
Apartments For Rent

cases For Rent
Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carpets.
No
port.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898
For Rent 3BR. 2BA
access,
Handicap
270$550per month
354-6282

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU S20-50
753-7668

Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drhe
TDD 1-1100-545-1833 ext 211.1
nut ut.ultunutt

Eyecare Specialties

Call Chelsea Hump lreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753required
4109.
1BR, 1 BA, stove/fndge,
washer/dryer, no pets,
no lease $375 mo.
753-3949
2BR. IBA, all
$650.00
appliances
Rent, S650.00 deposit
1 year lease NO pets.
270-293-6430

Place your Business
Directory Ad with us today!
Call Chelsea or Nicki for
pricing and get your ad
started! 270-753-1916

Residential & Commercial

Calloway Gardens

Extra Farm INCOME
TIMBER+ vs DEER

Papa Smurf
Storage
t Month Free!

.
EEL

Gift Shop Merchandise Manager

Please contact me as soon as possible to
discuss having a copy of the Complaint
mailed to you.

Daytime Ph.

runty Chapter

DEADLINES

Is,

Vi

$8.50 Column Inch, 601 Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Wsthon 6 Day Paled I
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

the hrst insertion of their ads for any
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classified needs
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Real Estate
Murray Ledger & Tim. Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
is sublect to the Federal Fast
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or chscnrninanon based on race, color, religion. yes, handicap. familial status or national ongin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitation,or discrimination
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors m
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for rear estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised ale
available on an equal opportunity basis,
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements. contact NAA Counsel
Rene P %lam,1703)648-1000.

Services Offered

FRAMES
TREE
SERVICE
DEBRIS REMOVAL
*Licensed S Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming

Services Offered

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
t. TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
84 Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Send. di Mulch
(270)293-8686

KENTLICKYLAKE
REMMELINGSOM
"Yoffie improvements
*Bath A Kitchen

*Insured

Drywall, Painting,
Plumbing, Flooring. Decks
•Insunad'Sr Discount
•Fnae Estimates
.Member OfAngies List

(270) 489-2839

270-436-5959

*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood

0•14.111,1
,
.0(1
2
1

Assembly position may
fabricating
include
metal parts, installation
of: components, wiring
and digits, applying
graphics to finished
scoreboards or packaging panels for shipment. Use of small
hand tools are required
to assemble our product.
The successful candidate is self-motivated:
detail oriented and
takes pride in the quality of their work. Having
electronic skills is a
plus.
Sport able
Scoreboards offers a
competitive wage and
comprehensive benefit
package.
Advancement opportunities are offered to
individuals who share
our positive commitment to meeting cornpany goals.
Email resumes to:
mfg_ recruiting@ scor
eboardtcom or
apply at: 106 Max Hurt
Drive, Murray
PART time dishwasher.
Apply at Jasimes.
Between 2pm-4pm.

'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs. pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633
CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERASTOVES,
TORS,
HEATERS, AIR CONCARDITIONERS.
PETING, ETC. 270753-4109
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
Selling your
motorcycle or ATV'

Call us, we'll bo
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times

7
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2
NICE
bedfoom
Duplex W/ carport,
appliances NO pets,
tyr lease 270-2277414
Nice, Large, Duplex.
2BR, 1.5BA, large utility, with W/D, garage,
$725/mo. $725/dep.
Lynn Grove 270-2271743
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711
Two Bedroom Duplex,
with C/1-I/AC, Carport,
All appliances furnished, NO Pets.
270-436-5960
VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S. & Glendale.
DANN & 1015's
(270)436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
.Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
.We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

rrn
•

,LLC
840 9. 4Ily St &
Sunbury dr.

, Multiple sizes, lighting
in every unit, security
lighting, newly

I

279'761-7557

HAVEN
STORAGE
urs & Climate
Controlled
610K20 & 101(30
units now
available
207 South 7th St
270 76 -7867

2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsentcom
/properties
3EiR furnished lake
pets.
No
home.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
3BF1, 2BA house in
country. Beautiful yard.
County.
Graves
$550/mo, NO pet, No
smoking. Deposit and
References required.
270-970-7456
3BR,1BA, $650 per
month plus deposit.
270-978-1400
Newly Built 3 Bedroom.
2 Bath. city limits
Single family, no pets,
non-smoking.
Lease and references
270-753required.
9571

380
Pets & Supplies

440
Lots For UN
Lot for sale near the
Hospital in Murray
Zoned R3, Ready to
build on $18,000 OBO
270-436-2690
UTILITYS in Place
$9.500
270-753-6012

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Serving
West Kentucky
1270)226-0194

We//
WellPump Service
Residential &
Agricultural

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

Jason Hill

Greg Mansfield

*Handyman Services
*Yard Work
Gutters Cleaned

New 2-4
Bedroom homes Ir
Rivertield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
480
Auto Parts

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALE
We Finance
hollandmotorsales co
270-753-4461

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
530

Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858

Hill Appliance
Repair

SsrvicssOand

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

•Home Repairs

Gary 270-227-0420

Great Hanelcetr Service
Door spend your money out or
state eeeo 6cao'
(270) 293-8480

I-1 \I I'S W.1‘, I I
NI \AGEN11 \
• weekly & special picku
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

SMALL home repairs
washing
pressure
painting and genera
labor. No job too small
270-227-9484
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562.
270-227-0267

Owner-MtChael Mott
•Licensecl & Insu
.20#;liaise
-Wellpumps,gq$ it 0
water boaterS
"LP naturalgas lines
•Msecalgas installer

For all your plumbing n
(27AMK-7216

Hill Electric
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

GARLAND
RENTAL

753-9562

if you've got it, we can store if

YOUR AD
COULD BE

www hillelectnc cum

HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00

CLEAN CUT

A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the
word out!
753-1916

LAWN CARE
LANDSCAPING
LEAF REMOVAL

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• NBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Bectncity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage Hwy 94E

MULCHING
Free estimates

All Sizes evadable, call today
to reserve your storage unit

Call Kevin at

270-293-4020

270-753-2905

CLASSIFIEDS

• Monday. December 15, 2014

Sa9 Merri9 dwistmas in one
ease step!
Just compare... save money & time!

(Th

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
David 270-2Z7-1106
ALStiVaitiaailleled

1.2LI)GRINTIM
ES
7wu"
Wishing only the
best-for our
readers,
advertisers
_patrons this
hoCiday season.

YOUR GREETING WILL INCLUDE
COLOR!

CULL

Call Chalsoa Humphreys or Nicki Peach at

270-753-1916

Trom:

to place your Christmas Greeting ad today'

T'he staff of the
Murray -Ledger lie

Publish Date Tuesday December 23
Deadline Friday. December 19 at 5pm

Times

Murray

CLEANING Service by
Filipino housewife.
Cooking, washing, setvacuuming.
ting,
Available 7daysi holidays
30 years expenence
Call Lisa anytime
270-217-7663
731-442-0366
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
Out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work.

Conciptis SudoKu
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hilistrtal/Commerdal/Ileslintlal
James C. Gallimore

Just compare... save money
& time!

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM
Wish all of your friends and family a Merry
Christmas without buying the cards, writing
the notes, licking the envelopes, and getting
the stamps.(Up to 20 words)

(270)759-0890

ULL COLOR!

MINI
id&ORAGE
S
will II
LIIWSize Units

Cali Chelsea Humphreys or Hick1 Peach at

270-753-1916
to place your Christmas Greeting ad

today!

24/7 Surveillance 'Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

Publish Date: Tuesday, December 23
Deadline: Friday, December 19 at 5pm

812 Whitmell Ave.

753-3853

small.Hanctyman eery
ices as well. Free estimates Cali Logan at

UU
CONSISTENCY

Murray
Ledger &
Times
753-1916

A century later, mythic thud of ball still heard
Charles Brockbank of Britain's
Cheshire Regiment wrote in his
'diary, which is part of "The
Greater Game" exhibit at the
National Football Museum in
Manchester.
The proponents of the sport
have cherished that day as historic proof that there is little that
can better bridge man's differences than football. This Christmas, the British
supermarket chain Sainsbury's
has taken the idea and turned it
into a blockbuster ad, showing
opposing soldiers living the
truce amid a football match at
the center of the heart-tugging,
some say sanitized, view of that
Great War day.
Michel Platini, the president
of Europe soccer's governing
body, underscored that unique
mood of brotherhood at the
unveiling of the Christmas monument on Thursday on the former battlegrounds known as
Flanders Fields in western
Belgium, scene of some of the
most horrendous killing.
The monument is a steel ball
sitting on the remains of a World
War I shell.
"(In Ploegsteert) and probably
elsewhere on the immense
frontline from the North Sea to
Switzerland, they get a football
out, or a ball of cloth, and they
started kicking it," Platini said.

For those involved in 1914, it
was most of all a yearning for a
sense of normalcy, however
momentarily, that pushed them
over the edge of their trenches.
unarmed.
The war had started on Aug.4
when the German invasion of
'Belgium kicked off a series of
events which quickly pitted the
German and Austro-Hungarian
empires against Britain, France,
Russia and several allies.
Germany swept into most of
Belgium and northern France
and even threatened Paris before
the frontline was settled. Armies
entrenched themselves for most
of the next four years. At the
time, though, the prevailing
expectation on both sides had
been to be home for Christmas.
When that didn't happen, an
early sense of euphoria quickly
made way for unrelenting
gloom. It set the stage for the
Christmas truce and those magic
kick-abouts.
Germany alone had lost
300,000 soldiers by Christmas.
"Who would have expected
that after all this killing, that
Christmas, soldiers would climb
out of their trenches," German
ambassador Eckart Cuntz said.
Football players themselves
had been involved in the fighting from the early days. Of the
5,000 professional players at the
time, about 2,000 joined the
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ONLY $TILIS
PSI MONTE.
CALL
CLAMP=
ADVENTISINS
FOR DETAILS
(270) 7113-111111.

ON BEA

YOUR GREETING WILL INCLUDE

PLOEGSTEERT, Belgium
(AP) — On the side of a windswept field covered with scorpion weed, a simple wooden cross
marks a unique event in football.
history.
At its base, amid wreaths of
poppies, lie a smattering of balls
and various club pennants, all in
remembrance of the Christmas
Truce of 1914.
A century ago on Christmas
Day, German and British enemies left their World War I
trenches and headed into no
man's land in a few scattered
locations on the Western Front
for an unofficial truce among
soldiers. Some eyewitness
accounts say they were highlighted by something as remarkable as a few football kickabouts.
"Suddenly a Tommy came
with a football," wrote Lt.
Johannes Niemann of Germany,
referring to a British soldier.
"Teams were quickly established for a match on the frozen
mud, and the Fritzes beat the
Tornmies 3-2."
If not fully-fledged matches,
other soldier's diaries and various reports also spoke of balls
being kicked about in friendship.
"A huge crowd was between
the trenches. Someone produced
a little rubber ball so of course a
football match started," Lt.

_5

4 8 2

DRYWALL & painting
no job too big o

allimore
ElectncaI Contractors, LLC

Anyone to previous puzzle

.e

270-293-0404

Merry
Christmas to
all our friends
& family!

By Dave Green

Horoscope

Sa9 Merr,9 Chrikmas in
one ease step!
Just
$15!

&slaw 55 number-90a% puuis basal on a 94 gncl with
sevens given numbers Tlw °Coact is to pews the numbers 1 to
9 in Ihs wryly somas so VW each row, each column anti each
34 boa contains ire same number onty on The cllisoily lavei
of Ito COndepla swam masses from Monday lo Sunday

SUDOKU
Zach 270-873-7700

Wish at of your customers and patrons a Merry
Christmas without buying the cards, writing the
notes, licking the envelopes, and getting the
stamps (Up to 25 words plus logo)

Murray Ledger & Times

armed forces. Sometimes whole
lineups signed up at the same
time to create what became
known as the Footballers'
club
London
Battalions.
Clapton Orient, now known as
Leyton Orient, alone had about
40 players and staff joining the
war effort, all following the
steps of their team captain.
Scotland's top team at the
time, Edinburgh club Hearts,
had its whole team join the
British army one month ahead
of that Christmas, a move which
inspired others to join, said
the
of
Francis
Peter
Commonwealth War Graves
Commission. Seven members of
that team were killed in the war.
One of the first footballers
killed in the war was Larrett
Huddersfield
Roebuck, a
defender. After playing for his
team in a 1-0 victory at
Leicester Fosse early in the
1914-15 season, he left for the
Western Front and was killed in
action on the eve of the first
Battle for Ypres, a few kilome.4
ters from that patch of land in
Ploegsteert.
"The story is that be- set off
running across the field with the
machine guns going," said
Roebuck's grandson, Frank
Wood. "His friend saw him go
down but he couldn't stop to
help him. With the fight like
that, you couldn't stop."

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Dec. 16, 2014:
This year you have good luck gracing your thoughts and actions.
You naturally seem to follow the correct path. You will seek new
knowledge and understanding. You are likely to give a personal testimonial about your desire to grow. If you are single, you will be
attracted to someone from a different culture. This person could be
quite significant to your life's history. If you are attached, be open to
the possibility of a faraway vacation, where you both can enjoy an
exotic setting and a different culture. LIBRA might want more than a
friendship with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic, 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Unexpected developments could point to a different
response. Someone who considers him- or herself to be more
important than you could become quite controlling. Be creative and
optimistic, and find a way to ignore this person. Tonight: Go along
with a suggestion.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Pace yourself, as you could have a lot of ground to cover. You
wont hesitate to let others know when you have had enough. You
might come off as erratic to some, but to the right person, you will be
seen as exciting. Tonight: Note what is not being said.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might discover that a friend is not as stable as you previously had thought. Tap into your sense of humor to deal with this
person. Meanwhile, an important person in your life could let you
know how much you are appreciated. Tonight: Have an important
discussion with a loved one.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You wouldn't be as in demand as you are if you did not excel
in a certain area. You might want to spend more time at home if you
are feeling overwhelmed. If a loved one becomes controlling, know
that it is just reflecting his or her insecurity. Tonight: Happy at home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You have a way of drawing people to you and identifying with
them. This sense of understanding creates more give-and-take. A
co-worker who is fun to work with will add to the moment. Make and
return calls, and don't put off any important decisions. Tonight: Your
treat.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** Your instincts will be right-on with a money matter. Your creativity with taking risks might work well on paper, but it wont play out
the way you would like it to. You could have a hard time understanding why this is. Ask a loved one for feedback. Tonight: Indulge a
Mend.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)
**** You could see that a situation seems to be taking on a new
twist. Ask questions and listen well to the answer. What you think is
going on and what is actually happening might be two different
things. Avoid projecting your issues onto the situation. Tonight: Go
for what you want.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*** You will want to keep your own counsel for now. A hunch you
have about someone else could pay off. Yoy might be ready to add
depth to this relationship. Try not to insert any biased judgments into
the discussion. Stay open-minded. Tonight: Follow your instincts.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
**** You might be in the mood to do some shopping, especially
for a very special loved one. What you choose could delight this person to no end. Don't forget about a dear friend or relative at a distance. Make plans to visit soon. Tonight: Where your friends are.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You have an endearing quality about you that draws many
people toward you. You might decide to become even more verbal
in the next few weeks. Choose your words with your customary precision, and your message will be well-received. Tonight: Out and
about.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You are prone to do research rather than take anyone's
advice. You trust hard facts more than opinions. A lovable friend or
associate might add a lot of laughter and fun when he or she
appears. Take a break when you see this person. Tonight: Choose
your company with care.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You could see a personal matter much differently from how
another party sees it. Why not just respect the differences in your
experiences? Understand that you might need to discuss alternative
ways of handling problems of this nature in the future. Tonight: Opt
for togetherness.

ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
NEEDED
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic,
outgoing individuals for Advertising Sales Representative. Responsibilities
for this position include servicing established accounts,developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in Murray and surroundirig areas.
You must enjoy working with the public and be self-motivated. Prior sales
experience is required. Salary will.be based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation,health and dental plans,salary plus commission
are all part of an excellent benefit package.

Email your resume to mdavis@murrayledger.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY
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WW2Back
Ten years ago
The Calloway County Lady Laker
junior varsity basketball team captured a tournament championship at
Lone Oak. The Lady Laken won
the event with wins over Paducah
Tilghman, Heath and St. Mary
Jim Baurer, director of the Curns
Center at Murray State University,
is pictured as he welcomes people
into the new Student Recreation and
Wellness Center during an open
house.The 73.000 square- foot center features basketball and racquetball courts, as well as weight equipment, a pool. cafe and interne
lounge. It is scheduled to open next
month.
Cliff Higginson, manager of Food
Giant, is shown with the winning
entry of a country ham promotion
for the Briggs and Stratton Relay
for Life team.The ham was donated
by Food Giant. The winner was Joe
Beal Orr.
Rev. and Mrs. Billy Gallimore of
Puryear, Tennessee, will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on
Dec. 18.
Twenty yeses ago
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hster Brown
of Murray, will celebrate their 60th
wedding anniversary Dec: 18.
Members of the Hazel Woman's
Club participated in a table setting
contest during their November
meeting. Judges were Gerry Reid
and Eva Morris of the Murray
Woman's Club. First place went to
Butterworth,
Clarie
Inez
Butterworth. Pat Latimer and Roy
Davis. This team will represent the
club in a contest to be held at the
Murray Woman's Club in March.
James Foster added his name to
Murray High's illustrious 14100point club and lifted the Tigers to
their third-straight win of the season.
Pictured is Richard Vanover and
Robert Manning of the Murray
Optimist Club at its Christmas tree
sale in front of Boone's Laundry on
North 12th Street.
The Murray High School Drama
Team captured the state title.
Pictured are members Tracy

Pervine, Enca Johnson. Jessica
Jones, David Klepper, Jenni
Hopkins. Adam Meloan, Man
Harris and David Graves.
Thirty years ago
Frantic Vanarsdel presented
slides of the Murray Montessori
School at the November meeting of
the Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's club. New members were installed and include
Valene Morris, Christy Harris,
Eileen Partner,and Sandy Culp.
Attending the gymnastic meet at
Morganfield representing the
Lyndia 'Cochran Gymnastic Studio
were Shannon Beale, Canis,
Gemuum, Art Strow, Emily Leslie,
Stacy Moss, Dana Blankenship,
Erin Grogan, Linda Cathey, Kelly
Hale, Leslie Weber, Michelle
Stinnett, Jada Coker,.Laura Archer,
Amanda Jackson, Bonnie Hale and
Denise Miles.
Forty years ago
Bobby Grogan has been appointed to the Murray Electric Plant
board to fill the vacancy created by
the resignation of W.C. Elkins.
Dr. Louis C.Ryan and Dr. Herbert
C. Denham. optometrists from
Murray, attended the Continuing
Education Seminar at the Southern
College of Optometry.
- Ftltyyearsago - Billy Joe Saunders, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus Saunders of
Murray, has been honored by being
named Coach of the Year by
Savannah News Press at Savannah,
Georgia.
The Calloway County High
School Lakers beat the Mayfield
Cardinals 60-58. High team scorers
were David Crick and Jimmy Lamb
for Calloway.
Bill Collie spoke abouebis travels
to Thailand at a lunch meeting of
the Alpha Departthent of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Sixty years ago
Robert Witt Bell, son of Rev. and
Mrs. George W. Bell, is one of 141
students who will graduate at the
University of Tennessee Medical
Unit at Memphis,Tennessee.

Marriage idea loses its luster Mini-stroke can be warning
is imminent
after plans were put on hold that bigger stroke
the cells in that pan of the brain

DEAR ABBY: Recently, our
state became one that allows samesex couples to wed. My partner,
'Alex.' and I have been together for 18 years We had planned
to be married last spring, but a
death in the family put our wedding on hold
When I found out about the
ruling,
expected Alex
to be excited
and suggest
we go ahead
and many.To
disapmy
pointment, he
didn't seem to
care. He hasn't mentioned
marriage
Abby
Dear
and
once,
when I bring
By Abigail
it up, he's
Van Buren
and
quiet
does&t respond.
We're older, and because of
health issues we don't have an
active sex life. I'm wondering if
my relationship with him has been
downgraded to "roommate" without me realizing it. Do I push
this? Do I let it alone and settle
for what I have now?
I feel like I'm too old to stair
over, but I have to admit that
suddenly feeling like the relationship I thought I had may be an
illusion has me very depressed. - LET DOWN IN ARIZONA
DEAR LET DOWN:The most
important ingredient in any relationship is communication,and you
and Alex have been together long
enough that you should be able
to level with each other.- His reluctance to move forward may be
something as simple as a case of
cold feet. It could also be that
he's had a change of heart and
doesn't want to be married. Not
all gay people do.
I don't think it would be pressuring him to calmly ask if the
idea of being married is something that no longer interests him.

Miller, a major in the U.S. Army
By the Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 15, the Air Forces, disappeared over the
349th day of 2014. There are 16 English Channel while en route
to Paris.
days left in the year.
On this date:
Today's Highlights in History:
In 1791, the Bill of Rights
On Dec. 15. 1944, the U.S.
Senate approved the promotions went into effect following ratifiof Henry H. Arnold, Dwight D. cation by Virginia.
In 1890, Sioux Indian Chief
Eisenhower. Douglas MacArthur
and George C. Marshall to the.Sitting Bull and 11 other tribe rnemfive-star rank of General .of the bers were killed in Grand River,
43outh-Onicarrotduzinve ennfrontac
Army and the nomination r
with'.ladeapolice.
William D.'Leahy, Ernest J.
In 1938, groundbreaking for
and Chester W. Nimitz as Admirals of the Fleet. A single-engine the Jefferson Memorial took place
plane carrying bandleader Glenn in Washington, D.C. with PretiEt

E31_ 1-11 IE

E3

dent Franklin D. Roosevelt taking part in the ceremony.
In 1939, the Civil War motion
picture epic "Gone with the Wind,"
starring Vivien Leigh and Clark
Gable, had its world premiere in
Atlanta.
In 1965, two U.S. manned
spacecraft, Gemini 6A and Gemini 7, maneuvered to within 10
, fee; of,4acili other while,la orbit.
In ,1974, the. horror. spoof
i
rankenstein; , ;tarring
.YOung
.
Gene Wilder and directed by Mel
Brooks, was released by 20th Century Fox.
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die. Usually, unless the stroke
involves a very small part of
the brain, a stroke causes longlasting symptoms. With rehabilitation treatments, those symptoms sometimes can improve or
even disappear over time.
It is difficult to tell the difference between a stroke and a
TIA when it is happening. It's
even difficult for a doctor to

tell. That's why it is important
to get to the emergency room
right away when you have symptoms that could indicate a TIA
or a stroke. If it's a stroke, early
treatment can reduce or even
reverse the damage.
There is one other really
important reason to get medical
attention for symptoms of a TIA,
even if they go away. A TIA is
a warning sign that you are at
risk for a serious stroke. Just
because the symptoms have disappeared does not mean that the
danger is over. In fact, up to
one out of five people who have
a TIA go on to have a fullblown stroke within 90 days.
The good news is that prompt
treatment after a TIA can reduce
the risk of a stroke. Treatment
can include drugs to prevent
blood from clotting, and drugs
to lower blood pressure and cholesterol.
What about the woman on
the bus? After about an hour.
she felt fine. But she called her
doctor. She had experienced a
TIA. Testing showed she had
blood clots in her heart that
placed her at great risk for a
major stroke. Thanks to proper
treatment, she's still going strong
more than 10 years later.
(Dr. Kontaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115.)
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Today In History
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DEAR DOCTOR K: My
mother went to the hospital for
what we all thought was a stroke,
but the doctor said it was a TIA
What is a T1A? What does this
DEAR ABBY: I have a teenage
mean for my mother's health?
grandson with an upcoming birthDEAR READER: First, let
day. For several years we have
me tell you about a patient. She
taken him to a major sporting
was a woman in her 70s who
event for his birthday. I get comwas in good
plimentary tickets for this from
health. One
work.
day she was
Last year he noticed that the
on a bus to
tickets were complimentary and
the grocery
acted very disappointed. We had
store, a trip
spent more than 550 on refreshshe had taken
ments and souvenirs. Should we
hundreds of
take him to the game again this
yeat. Of opt for something else?
times. Sud-- CANT WIN FOR LOSING IN
denly, she
WICHITA
felt disconDEAR CAN'T WIN: Your
nected from
Dr. Komaroff the
grandson's reaction was disappointworld.
By
ing. He should have been grateshe
When
Dr Anthony
ful to have been invited to share
felt connectKomaroff
the experience. It would have been
ed again, she
best to discuss his reaction at the
realized she
time it happened.
hadn't gotten off at the right
Before making up your mind
stop. I'll come back to what hapabout what to do this year. ask
pened to her later.
him why he acted the way he
Your mother had a transient
did. Feel free to tell him it hurt
ischemic attack, or TIA. Initialyour feelings. If it turns out he
ly, a TIA, or "mini-stroke," causwas looking a gift horse in the
es the same symptoms as a stroke.
mouth, make plans to do someThe difference is that the sympthing else for his birthday this
toms of a TIA are temporary
year, at your discretion. Shame
and usually last less than an
on him.
hour. A mini-stroke doesn't permanently damage the brain like
, Dear Abby is written by Abistroke does.
a
as
known
also
Buren,
gail Van
Let me explain what a stroke
Jeanne Phillips, and was foundis, and highlight the difference
ed by her mother,Pauline Phillips.
between a stroke and a TIA.
Contact Dear Abby at www.DearEvery cell in the brain needs
Abby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
a constant supply of oxygen- and
Los Angeks, CA 90069.
nutrient-rich blood. If the blood
supply to a part of the brain is
For an excellent guide to
interrupted, that often causes
becoming a better conversationsymptoms: problems with vision,
alist and a more sociable perspeech. -ability to move an arm
son, order "How to Be Popuor leg, confusion or difficulty
lar." Send your name and maililnderstanding whaVi happening
ing address, plus check or money
order for $7 (U.S. funds) to:
around you.
Dear Abby, Popularity Booklet,
A stroke occurs when the blood
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, supply to a part of the brain is
IL 61054-8447.
interrupted for long enough that

If this level of commitment is
what you want and be can't give
it to you, you deserve to know.

RETRACT YOUR DOG!
. Readers: Here is tiu.5
Dear
week's SOUND OFF:
"I would like to Sound Off
about retractable leashes. Just
because they stretch does not
mean you should let them. I
have two large dogs who were
taught to lie down in the vet
office. They are very calm and
laid back. But someone at the
vet's has a retractable leash and a flog that goes
straight for mine. Please keep your dog away
from other dogs: you never know how a dog will
react to another. dog! Always have children ask
if they can pet a dog." — Sandra M., Conway,
Ark.
Sandra, thanks for reminding us about pet
"etiquette,"- especially when out in public. Being
in a veterinarian's office or a pet store where
animals are allowed can be very exciting to some
dogs and cats. However, to others it may he a
scary experience.
Also, if a dog is sick or hurt, it is not going
to be in the best mood! — Heloise
PS.: "Woof, woof' — Chammy, our adopted
wheaten terrier, agrees!
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Other uses for Christmas ornaments:
* Place in a clear vase as a centerpiece.
* Tie to bows when wrapping presents.
* Glue to a wreath.
* Tie with ribbon and hang in windows.
— Heloise

DIRTY DISHWASHER
Dear Heloise: Could you print your recipe to
make a cleaner for your dishwasher? The cleaners you buy at the stores are very expensive! —
Osa M., Gettysburg, Ohio
Osa, happy to help you save money. Cleaning
a dishwasher may sound silly, but look inside you'll see some gunk buildup. All you need is
one of my favorite safe and cheap hoysehold
products: vinegar! Remove the racks and utensil
holder and clean them. Then use a handful of
paper towels to wipe out the bottom of the washer and get rid offood debris. Put the racks and
holder back in. Next, pour 2-3 cups of vinegar
in the bottom and run using the low or energysaving cycle.
Leave plates and glasses in. About halfway
through, stop the machine and let the vinegar
soak for 20-30 minutes. Then restart and run as
usual. Wipe out the inside one last rime! Vinegar works wonders on all sorts of household
tasks. To find out what else I use it for, order
my pamphlet. To get it, send $5 and a long, selfaddressed. stamped (70 cents) envelope to:
HeloiselVinegar, P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio,
TX 78279-5001. This is a good way to clean
washing machines as well. Add a quart or so of
vinegar to the lowest water level and run a normal cycle. — Heloise
WHOSE TURN IS IT?
Dear Heloise:' When my two boys became
old enough to ride in the front seat. I solved the
"whose turn is it" arguments by using even and
odd calendar date numbers; one was "even" and
the other "odd." — Lyn in North Dakota

Crosswords
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NUMBERS ARE IN.
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ACROSS
1
5
10
11
13
14
15
17
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26
27
28
29
33
34
35
37
38
39
40
41

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
12
16
21
22
23
24
25
27
29

Baby's bed
Scour
Zhivago's love
High-protein grain
Freshener target
In need of immediate attention
Sheriff's badge
Toward the stern
Study of events
Bind
Have debts
Small seabird
Boarded, as a train
Sharpened
Film unit
Scary shout
Poem of praise
Geography class prop
Humor
Montgomery's state
Morphine, for one
Miles off
Uniform marking
Increase
Prophetic ones
Pert talk

Dress material
Circle spokes
Some golf clubs
Saloon seat
Cube side
Indian dish
Equip
Left on the plate
Outdoor blaze
Be present at
Hamlet
Rows of clickable buttons
Become more acceptable to
Antigone's father
When to start a round
Spanish greeting
Farm machines
Lake makeup

"The Godfather- group
Stockpile
Trims
Justice Fortes

30
31
32
36

SPUN
BAZAAR
AL TO
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VATS
UN I TED
TETRA
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ORDECIL
SEEN
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NONO
BRAZ I LNUT
ZOLA
REA
MEDS
ATTCIIN
RELIC
FARCE
FRAT 1110T I VE
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LACE
NEGATE
EYIIID
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Fairell's late shot lifts Racers
to road win at Evansville
By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer
The final 2.6 seconds went
exactly how the Racers planned.
Jonathan Fairell guarded
Evansville's inbounds pass,
which sailed over everyone and
bounced out of the other end of
the court.
So, the Racers got the ball
back without any time expiring.
Jeffery Moss passed it in to
Fairell, who laid the shot in to
put Murray State up by 2 points.
Cam Payne then stole the
Purple Aces'full-court inbounds
pass with 1.1 seconds left, and
the Racers got the 81-79 win
Saturday.
With the type of game Payne
had played, Evansville guarded
him heavily on the Racers' final
play.
Racer head coach Steve
Prohm knew Payne would draw
the attention, so Fairell was the
first option from the start.
"Everybody went with Cam,
which I probably would have,
too, because he's pretty good,"
Prohm said with a small smile.
"It worked out perfect."
It helped that Evansville's big
man wasn't in to guard Fairell at
the end.
Egidiju Mockevicius had been
on Fairell down low the entire
game and had provided a tough
matchup.
After Payne's late go-ahead
shot didn't fall and Evansville
gained possession, Mockevicius
was subbed out.
, Since Evansville had originally had the ball under the Murray
State basket with 2.6 seconds to
go, they had several shooters on
the court in an attempt to make a
last-second bucket.
No time ran off the clock and
no one touched the ball on the
pass, though, and Mockevicius
couldn't sub back in.
So Fairell was wide open in
the paint for the feed from Moss.
"Coach P had a lot of faith in
me," Fairell said. "They called

the play for me, and I just executed well. My teammates and
coach put me in a great situation
to make that play, and I just give
them all the credit."
Prohm said he was actually
glad the game ended with such
high intensity because the team
needs that type of experience.
"Our team needed to win a
game like this," he said. "I'm
glad it came down to the way it
did so we could have some lategame situations."
The Racers led most of the
game, but.it was close for the
entire 40 minutes. Murray
State's biggest lead was by 8
points.
They were able to ride hot 3point shooting throughout the
game, hitting 11-of-19 compared to Evansville's 4-of-14. to
get the win.
T.J. Sapp's back-to-back 3s
early helped the Racers pull
back even after falling in a small
hole to the Purple Aces.
Moss then nailed one from the
top of the key to tie the game
again. A minute later, Moss hit a
layup to give the Racers a lead
they maintained through the half.
Payne proved crucial in the
final five minutes of the half as
Evansville's DJ. Balentine led a
comeback effort.
Payne scored 12 of the last 16
points of the period for the
Racers, who held a 42-38 advantage at the half.
The Purple Aces came out of
the half to regain the lead, but
Sapp immediately answered
with a corner 3.
After Murray State pushed the
lead to 8 points, Evansville
slowly closed back in and took a
2-point lead with 8 minutes to
play.
Again,the Racers hit from deep.
Justin Seymour hit a pair,
while Payne also knocked down
a deep 3 to quickly put the team
up by 7.
The Purple Aces whittled the
lead down again,tying the game
•See RACERS, 11
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Murray State's Jonathan Fairell hits a layup with 1.1 seconds

NCAAM: KENTUCKY 84, NORTH CAROLINA 70

HEISMAN AWARD

Oregon's Marcus Mariota
wins Heisman Trophy
By RALPH D. RUSSO
AP College Football Writer

Hoping to maintain a spotless streak on
the season,Calloway County(4-1)fell at
Christian County (4-1) 57-50 Saturday
afternoon.
Paced by Parker Adams'22,the'Akers
held the lead late but were plagued with
turnovers from the Colonels' full-court
press — coughing the ball up a seasonhigh 20 times.
Connor Wagner and Wade Outer both
finished with eight points and Clay
Smotherman had seven, but Skyler
Hunter battled foul trouble early and
only finished with five.
Christian County junior l'yrik Edwards
finished with 29 points — including 17 in
the final quarter — while Adams'finished
12-of-14 from the charity stripe.
Holding a 42-30 lead heading into the
final quarter, the takers were outscored
by Christian County 27-8 in the final
minutes.
Head coach Terry Birdsong have most
of the week off before taking in a
Saturday road contest at Todd County
Central. lipoff is set for 3:30 p.m.

JAMES CRISP / AP photo
North Carolina's Marcus Paige, left, draws a charging foul on UK's Andrew Harrison.

Kentucky rolls North Carolina
By GARY B. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — Moving gingerly
on crutches and showing little emotion two
days after sustaining a season-ending knee
injury, soft-spoken Kentucky forward Alex
Poythress didn't hesitate when coach John
Calipari asked him to lead the pregame

remarks.
The junior's words and presence provided
motivation for the top-ranked Wildcats to make
sure No. 21 North Carolina didn't take advantage of his absepce.
Devin Booker and Willie Cauley-Stein each
scored 15 points and Kentucky shook off the
shock of losing Poythress by rolling past No. 21
US.. WILDCATS, 11

NEW YORK (AP) — Marcus
Mariota wrote it all down, every
word of his Heisman Trophy
acceptance speech. It was a good
thing.too, because getting through
- it might have been tougher than
sprinting away from a linebacker
or tossing a touchdown pass for
Oregon's understated star.
The junior quarterback became
the Ducks' first Heisman winner
going away Saturday night, capping a three-year climb to college
football's most prestigious individual award.
JULIO CORTEZ / AP photo
"I'm humbled to be standing Oregon quarterback Marcus
here today," Mariota said Madota was awarded the
moments after he was announced Heisman Trophy Saturday.
as the winner.
Mariota isn't a bigger talker, but people because where I am today,
he steadily worked through his it's all do to all those people," HE
speech, thanking his teammates, said later. "It's hard not to get emoteachers, friends and his home tional. Its been a long journey. My
state of Hawaii. He finally hit a emotions got the best of me."
snag when it came time to thank
A pinpoint passer with widehis mother and father. He needed receiver speed, Mariota came into
to take two deep breaths and still this
season as the favorite to win
he got choked up.
•See HESSIAN, 11
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KOBE BRYANT

.151 CCIPINIENENCI

edger.com

ANN HEISENFELT /AP photo

Los Angeles Lakers guard Kobe Bryant (24) holds up the game ball and acknowledges
the crowd after passing Michael Jordan on the NBA all-time scoring list.

Bryant surpasses Jordan
By JON KRAWCZYNSKI
AP Basketball Writer

first half to join Kareem AbdulJabbar and Karl Malone on the
NBA's career scoring podium.
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Bryant shot 7 for 20m but scored
Kobe Bryant has shot more than 10 in the final five minutes and
11.000 free throws in his NBA hit a 3-pointer with just over a
career. He has been at the line in minute to play that helped seal
critical moments with champi- the victory.
onships hanging in the balance.
"I congratulate Kobe on reachStill, when he stepped to the ing this milestone," Jordan, the
line midway through the second owner of the Charlotte Hornets,
quarter of a December game said in a statement given to The
against the lowly Minnesota Associated Press. "He's obviousTimberwolves, the weight of Air ly a great player, with a strong
sat on his shoulders. And it was work ethic and has an equally
heavy.
strong passion for the game of
"You get up there and the basketball. I've enjoyed watching
crowd's really waiting to see you his game evolve over the years,
score nine points, so don't and I look forward to seeing
(screw) this up and completely what he accomplishes next."
kill the moment," Bryant thought
Magic Johnson also posted his
as he prepared to move past congratulations on Twitter and
Michael Jordan on the NBA's said Bryant was a top-five player
career scoring list.
in league history.
Bryant scored 26 points in the
"That's the most important
game, vaulting him past Jordan thing to me, is playing for the
for third in league history and respect of the greats and feeling
leading the Los Angeles Lakers like I'm a part of that culture and
to a 100-94 victory. Sunday night. a part of that brotherhood,"
Bryant needed nine points to Bryant said.
pass Jordan and, after missing,.
Shaba= Muhammad had 28
four of his. first five shots, he points and nine rebounds for the
knocked down a pair of free Tim berwol ves
throws with 5:24 to play in the
Only Kareem Abdul-Jabbar

/ For the Ledger
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From Page 10
North Carolina 84-70 on
Saturday.
"It was good because I didn't
know if he was going to be able
to (be there)," Cauley-Stein said
of his friend's arrival at Rupp
Arena after tearing his left anterior cruciate ligament in practice
on Thursday.
The Wildcats (11-0) used their
superior depth,length and strong
shooting to post a convincing
win over the Tar Heels (6-3).
Booker returned from a onegame absence to make all three
long-range attempts and 5 of 8
overall on a day that Kentucky
shot 57 percent from the field —
including a season-best 7 of 15
from behind the arc after struggling the past few games.
The Wildcats never trailed and
eventually built a 19-point second half lead, though North
Carolina got within 66-57 midway through as Marcus Paige
(14 points) warmed up from outside. The Wildcats answered
with a 14-5 run over 5:56 for

(38,387) and Karl Malone
(36,928) have scored more
points than Bryant.
The Timberwolves stopped the
game and owner Glen Taylor
presented Bryant with the game
ball, but what made the night
even sweeter was Bryant's dagger with the shot clock winding
down and Andrew Wiggins —
Minnesota's 19-year-old rookie
and the No. 1 overall draft pick
— right in his face. It gave the
Lakers a 97-94 lead with 1:02 to
play, and the Lakers closed it out
at the line.
"I
witnessed
greatness
tonight," Wiggins said. "A living
legend passed Michael Jordan,
who everyone thinks is the best
player of all-time. That's a big
accomplishment. I'm glad I was
there to witness it."
Bryant has spent the past 18
years measuring himself against,
and being compared to, the man
widely considered the best to
ever play the game. Jordan shot a
higher field goal percentage,
won six titles to the five that
Bryant has now and cliMbed past
Wilt chamberlain into third on
the list in 1,039 games to
Bryant's 1269.

another safe cushion.
Kentucky answered the quesAaron Harrison added 14 tion about the injury's effect on
points, Andrew Harrison had 11 its two-platoon system, with
and freshman Trey Lyles had Poythress starting on the first
nine starting in Poythress' place. unit. The Wildcats used it at
Bnce Johnson's 15 points led times but mostly went with a
the Tar Heels, who won the combination of its nine-deep
rebounding battle 31-24 but group of regulars.
"There's a lot of things (that)
found little success against the
Wildcats' size.
we got to try," Calipari said. "I
"They were far more superior platooned today, but I did it with
on the defensive end than our nine guys instead of doing it with
offense was," North Carolina 10."
coach Roy Williams said. "I
Kentucky's second platoon feathought they dictated what we turing Booker and Tyler Ulis was
did on the offensive end with especially productive, as the two
their athleticism, quickness, hit consecutive 3-pointers
against the zone to spark a 16-8
strength and size."
Kentucky conquered another lead. Ulis finished with a careerchallenging opponent, no easy high eight assists and Marcus
feat considering how Poythress' Lee added eight points.
"There was nothing to prove,
injury left a somber mood
just to ourselves that we can't
around the practice facility.
Players showed support for have letdowns like we did the
their injured teammate by wear- last game (a 10-point win over
ing blue "Roar for 22" T-shirts Columbia)." said Cauley-Stein,
during wannups, and Poythress who also had six rebounds and
entered on crutches to a loud four steals. "If we can play this
ovation before a showdown way against top teams in the
between two of college basket- country, we should be playing
ball's three winningest programs. like this all the time."

"In Hawaii, if one person is suc
the entire state is succe,ss
cessful,
the 80th Heisman and delivered a
ful," he said.
performance that turned the presIt will be a matchup of Heimanentation ceremony at a theater in
winning quarterbacks in the
Times Square into a foregone conCollege Football Playoffs Rose
clusion.
Bowl semifinal Jan. 1 with
Mariota had twice as many Mariota and the Ducks facing
points(2,534) as second-place fin- Florida State and Jameis Winston.
isher Melvin Gordon (1250), the
"I'm just looking forward to getrecord-breaking running back ting back on the field and playing
from Wisconsin.The other finalist, again,' Manots said. "We do have
Alabama receiver Amari Cooper, a team goal."
was third.
In an era when so many
Mariota received the second- Heisman winners seemingly come
highest percentage of possible from out of nowhere — the last
points (90.92) in Heisman history, two were the first freshmen winbehind only Ohio State quarter- ners — Mariota's rise was slow
back Troy Smith, who had 91.63 and steady.
in 2006. South= California tailThree of the last four Heisman
back Reggie Bush received 91.77 winners were in their first seasons
percent of possible points in 2005, as starters, including Cam
but his victory was later vacated Newton,who won the award in his
for violating NCAA rules.
only season at Auburn after transManota, the first Hawaii native ferring from a junior college.
to win the Reisman,has accounted Before Newton, three straight
for a Pac-12-record .53 touch- sophomores won the award (Tim
downs(38 passing, 14 rushing and Tebow of Florida, Sam Bradford
one receiving) while directing the of Oklahoma and Mark Ingram of
Ducks' warp-speed spread offense. Alabama).

on a pair of Balentine free
throws with 36 seconds to play.
Payne let the clock run down
in case the final shot didn't fall.
It didn't, but in the end, it didn't
matter.
Payne led all scoring with 32
points. He also had 8 assists.
Sapp (15) and Seymour (10f
also scored double-digits.
Fairell had one of his best
overall games of the season. He
had 8 points and 8 rebounds to
go along with 3 blocks and 4
assists.
Fairell said the win felt good.
but now the team has to get back
to the grind.
"(Beating Evansville) gives us
a lot of confidence," he said.
"It's a great feeling. But we have
to get back in the gym and keep
working."
Prohm echoed Fairell's attitude,saying the team has to continue getting better to get ready
for January.
"It's one win," Pt
-ohm said.
"We're not really worried about
our record. We just have to get
better and prepare for conference play."
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The insurance Center of N lurray
Business • Home • Car•Ileakh •I.tje.
-Pour min than ton tflfliflt ageml!"

1300 Johnson Blvd.•270-753-8355

David King

NFL Glance
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
x-Nevi England
11
3 0 .786
Buffalo
8 6 0 .571
Miami
7 7 0 .500
N.Y. Jets
3 11 0 .214
South
W
L
x-Indianapolis
10 4
Houston
7 7
Tennessee
2 12
Jacksonville
2 12

T Pct
0 .714
0 .500
0 .143
0 143

Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Cleveland

North
W
9
9
9
7

L
4
5
5
7

T
1
0
0
0

Pct.
.679
.643
.643
.500

a-Denver
Kansas City
San Diego
Oakland

West
W
C
11
3
8 6
8 6
2 12

T
0
0
0
0

Pct
.786
.571
.571
.143

NA FR:NAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
Dallas
10 4 0 714
Philadelphia
9 5 0 643
N.Y. Giants
5 9 0 357
Washington
3 11 0 214

Carolina
Nevi Orleans
Atlanta
Tampa Bay

South
W
L
5 8
5 8
5
9
2 12

T
1
0
0
0

Pct
393
385
357
143

Detroit
Green Bay
Minnesota
Chicago

North
W
10
10
6
5

L
4
4
8
8

T
0
0
0
0

Pct
714
714
429
385

Arizona
Seattle
San Francisco
St. Louis

West
W
11
10
7
6

L
3
4
7
8

T Pct
0 786
0 .714
0 .500
0 429

RACE
BASKETBALL
Stocking Stuffer

3 Games for only 515
Dec. 17th vs. Alcorn State
Dec. 20th vs. Illinois State
Dec. 30th vs. Alabama A8(114

MURRAY STATE
RACERS

Must purchase through MSU Ticket Office

GoRAcERs.c...

TICKET OFFICE:
270-809-3000

Certified Pre-Owned Uncoil's
OF THE

We currently have a wide variety of Certified Pre-Owned Lincoln's
on the lot! To become a CPO the vehicle goes through a rigorous
200 point inspection to be made in like new condition.
Also includes an extended 100,000 mile warranty.

Come see Ron today! 270-753-5273

701 Main St. I Murray, Ky I 270.753.5273 I www.ParkerFord.com
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Year-end is a great time to give to the local charity of your choice. Making a tax-deductible contribution to an endowment puts
your money to work,ensuring that your one-time gift grows and provides recurring funding for the non-profit of your choice.
Here's how youcan contribute to an endowment before year-end:
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1. Individuals and businesses can contribute to an existing endowment(see list below).
2. Individuals and businesses can set-up a new endowment.
3. Individuals can leave a bequest in their will, to the endowment of their favorite charity.
4. Individuals and businesses can join the Founders Circle until December 2015. Community members should make
becoming a Founder a priority,for the betterment of our community. Gift amounts start at $250 for individuals and $1,000
for businesses, and can be contributed over 2 years.
5. Make sure your check is dated prior to 12/31/2014.

r

6. In order to contribute to aneiisting endowment or establish a new endowment, please contact Harold Hurt,President of
MCCCF,at 270.761.6880 or any of the following board members: Linda Avery: 270-753-0060,
Tab Brockman: 270-762-0325, Gary Brockway: 270-753-0503, Matt Hale: 270-753-5411, Sarah Jones: 270-227-8010,
Brian Overbey: 270-767-2000, Dick Weaver: 270-753-2899.

EXISTING ENDOWMENTS
• Academic Enhancement Fund for Murray State University
Athletics
• Angel's Clinic Endowment
• CASA by the Lakes Endowment
• Christian Community Church Endowment
• Crime Stoppers of Murray-Calloway County Endowment
• Elm Grove Baptist Church Cemetery Endowment
• Elm Grove Baptist Church Endowment
• Gantt and Hale Friendship Cemetery Endowment
• Green Plains Church of Christ Endowment
• Humane Society of Calloway County Endowment
• Lifehouse Care Center Endowment
• Loftis Scholarship for Calloway County High School
Graduates Endowment
• Main Street Youth Center Endowment
• Murray Art Guild Endowment
• Murray-Calloway County Airport Endowment

rS

No
rep
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fire
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• Murray-Calloway County Community
Foundation Endowment
• Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Endowment
• Murray Calloway Endowment for Healthcare
•Murray-Calloway Parks 8z Recreation Endowment
*Murray Independent School District for Murray High
School'Endowment
• Murray Independent School District Foundation for
Excellence Endowment
• Murray Lion's Club Endowment
• Murray Rotary Foundation for Families and Children
Endowment
•Needline Endowment Fund
•PASAC Endowment
•Playhouse in the Park Endowment
• South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church
Cemetery Endowment
• United Way of Calloway County Endowment
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This ad is made possible by our Campaign Sponsors:
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Insurance•Risk Consulting•Employee Benefits

Contributions to endowments can be mailed to: PO Box 727,Murray,KY 42071

www.mcccf.org •info@mcccf.org

